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The Skewness Implied in the Heston Model and Its Application Jin E. Zhang, Fang Zhen,* Xiaoxia Sun, and Huimin Zhao* In this paper, we provide an exact formula for the skewness of stock returns implied in the Heston (1993) model by using a moment-computing approach. We compute the moments of Itˆo integrals by using Itˆo’s Lemma skillfully. The model’s affine property allows us to obtain analytical formulas for cumulants. The formulas for the variance and the third cumulant are written as time-weighted sums of expected instantaneous variance, which are neater and more intuitive than those obtained with the characteristic function approach. Our skewness formula is then applied in calibrating Heston’s model by using the market data of the CBOE VIX and SKEW. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Jrl Fut Mark 37:211–237, 2017
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has been well-documented that market skewness risk is one of the important factors that drive future stock returns, see, e.g., Chang, Christoffersen, and Jacobs (2013) and Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2013) among others.
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Heston’s (1993) model is often used by finance researchers to describe the dynamics of stock prices with stochastic volatility.2 Hence, it is important to obtain an analytical formula for the skewness of stock returns implied in the model.3 Unfortunately, a closed-form formula for the skewness has never been presented. This paper fills the gap by providing an exact formula for the skewness of stock returns implied in Heston’s model by using a momentcomputing approach.4 In Heston’s model (1993), the price of a stock, St , is modeled as a stochastic process as follows: dSt √ = dt + vt dBSt , St



(1)



where  is the expected return, BSt is a standard Brownian motion, and vt is the stochastic instantaneous variance that follows a mean-reverting squared root process: √ dvt = ( − vt )dt + v vt dBvt ,



(2)



where  is a measure of the mean-reverting speed,  is the long-term mean level of the variance, v is the volatility of variance, and Bvt is another standard Brownian motion that is correlated with BSt with a constant coefficient, . Applying Itˆo’s Lemma to Equation (1) gives  d ln St =



−



 1 √ vt dt + vt dBSt . 2



(3)



Integrating from current time, t, to a future time, T, yields an expression for the continuously compounded return as follows: RTt ≡ ln



ST = St







T



t



   1 √  − vu du + vu dBSu . 2



(4)



The conditional expectation of the continuously compounded return is then given by the following:  Et (RTt ) =



t



T



  1  − Et (vu ) du. 2



(5)



The higher-order cumulants of stock return implied in the Heston model are of interest in asset and option pricing. Das and Sundaram (1999) (referred to as DS hereafter) have obtained closed-form solutions of the skewness and kurtosis for a similar stock price model with stochastic volatility, but their results do not apply in the Heston model, as we will see in Section 3. Zhao, Zhang, and Chang (2013) provide analytical formulas of the variance and partial results of the third and fourth cumulants for the special case of  = 0. In principle, one is able to derive moment formulas by using the characteristic function available in Heston 2 Heston



(1993) has been cited by 6,449 papers in Google Scholar as of April 26, 2016. This provides evidence of the popularity of the model. 3 The return here stands for term-return, which is defined as a return over a finite period (term) from t to T, see Equation (4) for definition. 4 Both terms moment and cumulant are used in this paper. Their meanings are different; see, e.g., Zhao, Zhang, and Chang (2013) for their definitions.
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(1993), but the resulting formulas are lengthy and lack intuition. A complete analysis of the third cumulant or skewness is not available in the literature.5 The purpose of this paper is to provide an analytical formula for the third cumulant, i.e.,  3 Et RTt − Et (RTt ) , or the skewness6 



3 Et RTt − Et (RTt )  



2 3/2 . Et RTt − Et (RTt ) In this paper, we compute the moments of Itˆo integrals by using Itˆo’s Lemma skillfully. The model’s affine property allows us to obtain analytical formulas for cumulants. The formulas for the variance and the third cumulant are written as time-weighted sums of expected instantaneous variance, which are neater and more intuitive than those obtained with the characteristic function approach. Our skewness formula is then applied in calibrating Heston’s model by using the market data of the CBOE VIX and SKEW. This paper makes four contributions to the literature. First, we point out that the DS formula in their Proposition 2 does not apply in the Heston model. Second, we provide exact formulas for the third cumulant and skewness implied in the Heston model in a neat and intuitive form. Third, we provide a new moment-computing method that can be applied in studying the skewness and higher moments in more general affine jump-diffusion models. Fourth, we provide an efficient and effective way to calibrate the Heston model. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we review existing results on the variance of the continuously compounded return, illustrate our methodology of computing the moments of Itˆo integrals, and examine the limiting case of mean-reverting speed  = 0. In Section 3, we present our main results on the third cumulant and skewness. The details of mathematical proof are included in Appendix A. We also examine the relationship between the DS formula and ours, and study their asymptotic limits for small and large  ≡ T − t. Section 4 examines the difference between the DS formula and ours numerically. Section 5 applies our theoretical formula in calibrating the Heston model. Section 6 concludes.



2. THE VARIANCE OF THE CONTINUOUSLY COMPOUNDED RETURN In this section, we review existing results on the variance of the continuously compounded return implied in the Heston model. To facilitate our presentation, we introduce following notations  XT ≡



t



T



√



 vu dBSu ,



YT ≡



t



T



[vu − Et (vu )]du,



(6)



5 Dufresne (2001) studies the moments of (integrated) instantaneous variance process, but he does not study the co-



moments between the stock return and integrated variance processes. Dr˘agulescu and Yakovenko (2002) study the probability density function of stock returns implied in the Heston model, but they do not study the higher-moment, including skewness of the return. 6 In this paper, the term skewness means conditional skewness unless otherwise specified.
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where XT measures the cumulative uncertainty of asset return, and YT measures the uncertainty of integrated variance process over the period from t to T. We notice that Xu is an Itˆo integral. Hence, it is a martingale, while Yu is not. With this notation, subtracting (5) from (4) gives the following: RTt − Et (RTt ) = XT −



1 YT . 2



(7)



We now present a list of useful results on the instantaneous variance  s √ vs =  + (vt − )e−(s−t) + v e−(s−u) vu dBvu ,



(8)



t



Et (vs ) =  + (vt − )e−(s−t) ,  s √ vs − Et (vs ) = v e−(s−u) vu dBvu ,



(9) (10)



t



which can be derived easily from the variance process (2). The de-meaned integrated variance is then written as follows:  YT =



t



= v



T



 [vs − Et (vs )]ds = v







T



t







T







t



√



e−(s−u) ds



T



u



t



s



√ e−(s−u) vu dBvu ds



vu dBvu = v



 t



T



1 − e−(T−u) √ vu dBvu , 



(11)



where Equation (10) has been used in deriving the second equality and a technique of interchanging the order of integration has been used in deriving the third equality. Proposition 1. Zhao, Zhang, and Chang (2013): The variance of the continuously compounded return, RTt , is given as follows:  2  2 1 1 Et RTt − Et (RTt ) = Et XT − YT = Et (XT2 ) − Et (XT YT ) + Et (YT2 ), 2 4



(12)



where XT and YT are defined by the following:  XT ≡



t



T



√



 vu dBSu ,



YT ≡



T



t



 [vu − Et (vu )]du = v



t



T



1 − e−(T−u) √ vu dBvu , 



and the variance and covariance of XT and YT are given by the following:  Et (XT2 )



=



T



Et (vu )du, t







Et (XT YT ) = v  Et (YT2 )



=



v2



t



1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )du, 



(14)



(1 − e−(T−u) )2 Et (vu )du, 2



(15)



T



t T



(13)



and Et (vu ) =  + (vt − )e−(u−t) is the expected instantaneous variance.
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FIGURE 1



The Mathematica Code to Compute the Integrals in the Variance and Third Cumulant and Resulted Exact Formulas After Execution



Remark 1. The results of the variance and covariance of XT and YT in Equations (13)–(15) are presented in terms of the weighted sum of the expected instantaneous variance over the period from t to T, where the weights are increasing functions of time to maturity, T − u. It is quite straightforward carrying out these integrations to obtain the final formulas in Zhao, Zhang, and Chang (2013). However, we choose to present them (and the third cumulant in the next section) this way so that the results are neater and more intuitive. We will come back to this point in Remark 7, after we present an explicit formula for the skewness. Figure 1
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demonstrates how to obtain final formulas by computing these integrations straightforwardly with Mathematica. Remark 2. The result of Equation (13) can be obtained by using Itˆo’s Isometry, or alternatively by using Itˆo’s Lemma as follows:  Et (XT2 ) = Et



d(Xu2 ) = Et



t



 = Et







T



T







T



(dXu )2 = Et



t



2Xu dXu + (dXu )2



t







T



vu du =



t



T



Et (vu )du. t



We define a new process, Ys∗ , as follows:



Ys∗ ≡ v







s



t



1 − e−(T−u) √ vu dBvu , 



dYs∗ = v



1 − e−(T−s) √ vs dBvs . 



Recall the definition of Ys  Ys ≡ v



s



t



1 − e−(s−u) √ vu dBvu , 



dYs = [vs − Et (vs )]ds.



Notice that YT∗ = YT . The weight function in Ys∗ is 1 (1 − e−(T−u) ), which is independent of s; while the weight function in Ys is 1 (1 − e−(s−u) ), which depends on s. This weight difference determines that Ys∗ is an Itˆo process (martingale) and Ys is not. The martingale property of Ys∗ allows us to perform the following calculations:



Et (XT YT ) = Et (XT YT∗ ) = Et  = Et Et (YT2 )



=



T



t



= Et



t



T



T



t



d(Xu Yu∗ ) = Et



dXu dYu∗ = v



Et (YT∗2 ) 







 = Et



t



T







T



(dYu∗ )2 = v2



 t



T



t



T



Yu∗ dXu + Xu dYu∗ + dXu dYu∗



1 − e−(T−u)



t



d(Yu∗2 )







 = Et



 T



t



2Yu∗ dYu∗ + (dYu∗ )2



(1 − e−(T−u) )2 2



Et (vu )du,



Et (vu )du.



The new process, Ys∗ , can be regarded as a shadow of Ys . The design of the shadow process is an innovation in computing the moments of YT and its co-moments with XT . It is regarded as one of technical contributions of this paper. The martingale property of the newly introduced shadow process, Ys∗ , dramatically simplifies the process of deriving the expectations. This technique will be frequently used in deriving the third cumulant in the next section.
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Remark 3. For the limiting case of  = 0, the process of vu is a martingale, i.e., Et (vu ) = vt .7 The results in Equations (13)–(15) are reduced to the following:  Et (XT2 )



=



T



t



vt du = vt , 



Et (XT YT ) = v  Et (YT2 ) = v2



t



T



(T − u)vt du =



1 v vt  2 , 2



(T − u)2 vt du =



1 2 3  vt  , 3 v



t T



 = T − t,



and  2 1 1 2 3 Et RTt − Et (RTt ) = vt  − v vt  2 +  vt  2 12 v   1 1 2 2 = vt  1 − v  +   , 2 12 v 1 2 2 1 2  v − v < 0. For small , the variance 4 3 of XT is much larger than the covariance between XT and YT , which is much larger than the variance of YT . This result is consistent with our intuition that the risk in return mainly comes from XT , which is a weighted cumulation of dBSt , rather than YT , which is a weighted cumulation of dBvt . which is always positive due to the fact that  =



3. MAIN RESULTS In this section, we present our main results on the third cumulant implied in the Heston model. Proposition 2. The third cumulant of the continuously compounded return, RTt , is given as follows:  3  3 1 Et RTt − Et (RTt ) = Et XT − YT 2 = Et (XT3 ) −



3 3 1 Et (XT2 YT ) + Et (XT YT2 ) − Et (YT3 ), 2 4 8



(16)



where XT and YT are defined by the following:  XT ≡



t



T



√



 vu dBSu ,



YT ≡



t



T



 [vu − Et (vu )]du = v



t



T



1 − e−(T−u) √ vu dBvu , 



the limiting case of  = 0, the drift of variance process is zero. The limiting case is important. The reasons are as follows: (1) Some popular models such as SABR (stochastic alpha beta rho) have zero drifts in both return and volatility processes. They are widely used by practitioners in the financial industry. (2) The limiting case allows us to have a quick and intuitive estimation on the order of magnitude of each term for a small time to maturity.
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and the third and co-third cumulants of XT and YT are given by the following:  T Et (XT3 ) = 3v A1 Et (vu )du, t



A1 =



∗ 1 − e−







 Et (XT2 YT ) = v2



 ∗ = T − u,



(17)



T



A2 Et (vu )du,



t 



,



2 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1 − e− 1 − e− −  ∗ e− + 22 , A2 =  2  T 2 3 Et (XT YT ) = v A3 Et (vu )du,



(18)



t



∗



∗



∗



∗



∗



1 − e− −  ∗ e− 1 − e− 1 − e−2 − 2 ∗ e− , + A3 = 2 2  3  T A4 Et (vu )du, Et (YT3 ) = 3v4



(19)



t



∗



A4 =



∗



∗



1 − e−2 − 2 ∗ e− 1 − e− , 3 



(20)



and Et (vu ) =  + (vt − )e−(u−t) is the expected instantaneous variance. ⵧ



Proof. See Appendix A.



Remark 4. The results of the third and co-third cumulants of XT and YT in Equations (17)– (20) are also presented in terms of the weighted sum of the expected instantaneous variance over the period from t to T. The weights, Ai s, i = 1, 2, 3 and 4, are increasing functions of  ∗ ≡ T − u. As a result, the third cumulant of RTt is a linear combination of  and vt . This interesting result is a consequence of the affine property of the Heston model. Once again, Figure 1 provides the Mathematica code of computing the integrations and resulting exact formulas. Remark 5. For the limiting case of  = 0, Et (vu ) = vt . The results in Equations (17)–(20) are reduced to the following: A1 =  ∗ ,



A2 = (1 + 2 ) ∗2 , 



Et (XT3 ) = 3v  Et (XT2 YT ) = v2



t T



t



 Et (XT YT2 ) = v3



t



(T − u)vt du =



4 ∗3  , 3



A4 =



3 v vt  2 , 2



(1 + 2 )(T − u)2 vt du =



1 (1 + 2 )v2 vt  3 , 3



T



4 1 (T − u)3 vt du = v3 vt  4 , 3 3



T



1 1 (T − u)4 vt du = v4 vt  5 . 3 5



t



 Et (YT3 ) = 3v4



T



A3 =



1 ∗4  , 3
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and  3 3 1 1 1 4 5 Et RTt − Et (RTt ) = v vt  2 − (1 + 2 )v2 vt  3 + v3 vt  4 −  vt  . 2 2 4 40 v For small , the contribution to the third cumulant of RTt mainly comes from Et (XT3 ), followed by Et (XT2 YT ), Et (XT YT2 ), and Et (YT3 ). Once again, this result is consistent with our intuition. Once we have the formulas for the variance and the third cumulant from Propositions 1 and 2, it is easy to obtain an exact formula for the skewness. Proposition 3. The skewness of the continuously compounded return, RTt , is given as follows: √ Et (XT3 ) − 32 Et (XT2 YT ) + 34 Et (XT YT2 ) − 18 Et (YT3 ) 2A = −v √ 3/2 , Skewness ≡ (21) 



3/2 1 2 2 B Et (X ) − Et (XT YT ) + Et (Y ) T



4



T



where A = 6 e3   vt v 3 − 22 e3   v 3  + 3 e2   vt v 3 + 15 e2   v 3  + 24 e  2 vt  v 2  − 12 e  2  v 2   − 12 e   vt v 3  + 6 e   v 3   + 36 e   vt  v 2 − 24 e    v 2  − 6 e  vt v 3 + 6 e  v 3  − 3 vt v 3 + v 3  − 24 e  2 vt v + 12 e  2 v  − 48 e3   3 vt  + 96 e3   3   + 24 e3   2 vt v − 60 e3   2 v  + 48 e2   3 vt  − 96 e2   3   + 48 e2   2 v  − 6 e2   2 vt v 3  2 + 6 e2   2 v 3  2  + 48 e3   2 vt 2 v − 144 e3   2 2 v  + 6 e3    v 3   − 36 e3    vt  v 2 + 120 e3     v 2  − 48 e2   2 vt 2 v + 144 e2   2 2 v  − 6 e2    vt v 3  + 18 e2    v 3   − 48 e3   4    − 96 e2     v 2  + 24 e3   3 v   + 48 e2   4 vt   − 48 e2   4    − 48 e2   3 vt v  + 48 e2   3 v   − 24 e2   4 vt 2 v  2 + 24 e2   4 2 v  2  + 48 e3   3 2 v   + 24 e2   3 vt  v 2  2 − 24 e2   3  v 2  2  − 36 e3   2  v 2   − 48 e2   3 vt 2 v  + 96 e2   3 2 v   + 48 e2   2 vt  v 2  − 96 e2   2  v 2  , B = −8 e2   2  v   + 8 e2   3   + 2 e2    v 2   + 8 e  2 vt  v  − 8 e  2     − 8 e2    vt  v + 16 e2     v  − 4 e   vt v 2  + 4 e   v 2   + 8 e2   2 vt − 8 e2   2  + 2 e2   vt  2 − 5 e2   v 2  + 8 e   vt  v − 16 e      − 8 e  2 vt + 8 e  2  + 4 e  v 2  − 2 vt v 2 + v 2 . Proof. Substituting the results of Propositions 1 and 2 into the definition of skewness yields the results. ⵧ Remark 6. We have done an exercise of deriving the skewness by using the characteristic function available in Heston (1993) and obtained the same formula as that presented in Proposition 3.
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Remark 7. The lengthy formula in Proposition 3 contains less information and is less convenient to use than our formulas for the variance and the third cumulant presented in Propositions 1 and 2. Our design of presenting the main results as the time-weighted sum of expected instantaneous variance can be regarded as another contribution of this paper. Remark 8. The long-term mean level  can be regarded as an unconditional mean of instantaneous variance, vt . By setting vt =  in the formulas for A and B above, we obtain a new set of formulas as follows: A = −2 v 3  − 12 e  2 v  − 6 e   v 3   + 12 e    v 2  + 12 e  2  v 2   + 6 e3    v 3   + 84 e3     v 2  + 96 e2   2 2 v  + 12 e2    v 3   − 48 e3   4    − 96 e2     v 2  + 24 e3   3 v   − 96 e3   2 2 v  + 48 e3   3 2 v   − 36 e3   2  v 2   + 48 e2   3 2 v   − 48 e2   2  v 2   + 48 e3   3   − 36 e3   2 v  − 48 e2   3   + 48 e2   2 v  − 16 e3   v 3  + 18 e2   v 3 , B = −8 e2   2  v   + 8 e2   3   + 2 e2    v 2   + 8 e2     v  − 3 e2   v 2  − 8 e    v  + 4 e  v 2  − v 2 , which are for the unconditional skewness given by Equation (21). With some observation and analysis, we obtain the following result on the DS (1999) formula. Proposition 4. The skewness formula presented by DS (1999) is given by the following: Skewness DS = where



 Et (XT2 ) =



Et (XT3 ) , [Et (XT2 )]3/2



T



Et (vu )du. t



Et (XT3 ) = 3v



 t



T



1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )du, 



Proof. Substituting Et (vu ) =  + (vt − )e−(u−t) into (23) and (24) gives the following:  Et (XT2 )



=



T







t



 1 − e−  + (vt − )e−(u−t) du =  + (vt − )  



e− (1 − e + e ) + vt (e − 1) ,   T  1 − e−(T−u)  Et (XT3 ) = 3v  + (vt − )e−(u−t) du  t    − 1 + e− −e− + 1 − e− = 3v  + (vt − ) 2 2 =



= 3v



(22) 



e−    (2 − 2e +  + e ) − v (1 +  − e ) . t 2



(23) (24)
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Substituting these two equations into (22) gives the following: 1



Et (XT3 ) 3v e 2  (2 − 2e +  + e ) − vt (1 +  − e ) √ = × , 2  [Et (XT )]3/2 [(1 − e + e ) + vt (e − 1)]3/2



(25)



which is the formula presented by DS (1999) in Equation (16) in Proposition 2 on page 221 in their paper. ⵧ Remark 9. DS (1999) study the term structure of skewness by using a stock price model with stochastic volatility as follows: d ln St = ˛dt +



√



vt dBSt ,



√ dvt = ( − vt )dt + v vt dBvt ,



where ˛ is a constant. This model is not the full Heston model given by Equations (1) or (3) and (2), where ˛ =  − 12 vt is a stochastic process. When computing skewness, DS completely ignore the contribution from the uncertainty of YT that comes from the stochastic nature of ˛. This can also be observed in DS’s characteristic function in their Proposition B.1., which is different from that of Heston (1993). Hence, the result of DS’s Proposition 2 does not apply in the Heston model studied in this paper.8 Remark 10. For the limiting case of  = 0, the exact formula of the skewness is given by the following: Skewness =



3 2 2 v vt 



− 12 (1 + 2 )v2 vt  3 + 14 v3 vt  4 −  3/2 1 2 vt  − 12 v vt  2 + 12  v vt  3



1 4 5 40 v vt 



,



√ 3 v √ 3 3 v √ which behaves like  √  for small , and −  for large . However, the √ 2 vt 5 vt skewness given by the DS formula is as follows: Skewness DS =



3 2 2 v vt  (vt )3/2



=



3 v √ √ , 2 vt



which agrees with the exact formula for small , but has an incorrect sign for large . Proposition 5. For the general case  > 0, if  is small, then the skewness is given by the following: Skewness = 8 It



3 v √ √  + O(). 2 vt



is not shown in the literature that the result in DS’s Proposition 2 does not apply in the Heston model. For example, Singleton (2001) implicitly assumes that the DS model is the Heston model by equating its characteristic function with DS one. Pan (2002) treats DS as a special case in her model setting, which implicitly implies that DS study the Heston model. Han (2008) quotes the DS skewness formula as the skewness implied in the Heston model. Todorov (2011) also regards the DS model as the Heston model. Park (2015) cites the DS formula and regards it as the result of the Heston model.
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FIGURE 2



The Term Structure of Skewness Implied in the Heston (1993) Model for a Set of Parameters:  = −0.25,  = 5,  = 0.1, a = vt / = 1.25, and v = 0.4 Note. The solid line is from our exact formula. The dashed line is from Das and Sundaram’s (1999) formula. The asymptotic lines for small and large  are also shown on the graph for  ∈ (0, 0.2) and (10, 20), respectively. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]



If  is large, then the skewness is given by the following: a 1 Skewness = √ √ + o b 







1 √ 



 (26)



,



where a = 3



3 v2 v , −  2 2



b=1−



v 1 v2 . +  4 2



Proof. Examining the asymptotic limits of the variance and the third cumulant in Propositions 1 and 2 for small or large  gives us the results directly. ⵧ Remark 11. For small , the DS skewness formula shares the same leading order term with our exact one. However, for large , the DS skewness formula is given by the following: Skewness DS = 3



v 1 √ +o  







1 √ 



 ,



which has a systematic difference with our exact one in Equation (26). Figure 2 shows the term structure of skewness implied in the Heston model for a set of parameters:  = −0.25,  = 5,  = 0.1, a = vt / = 1.25, and v = 0.4. As we can see from this figure, the DS formula has a systematic difference quantitatively for a wide range of  from 1 year up to 20 years, even though it has the same shape of term structure as our exact formula. The asymptotic formulas give a good approximate values for  less than 2 months or  larger than 10 years.
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TABLE I



The Results of Monte Carlo Simulations for the Heston Model with a Set of Parameters  = 0.05,  = 5,  = 0.1, v = 0.4,  = − 0.25, and Starting Points S0 = 2000, v0 = 0.0125 Simulation Times Maturities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 RMSE



10



10 2



10 3



10 4



10 5



10 6



DS



Ours



−1.6670 −1.6270 0.5155 0.1241 −0.9266 −1.4280 −1.9250 −2.5830 −2.4120 −0.6370 −0.5683 −0.7109 −0.6125 −1.1200 −1.4150 −0.9909 −0.3583 −0.3183 0.0479 0.1296 0.4031 0.1081 0.2747 0.1392



−0.6072 −0.9699 −0.8617 −0.6627 −0.6036 −0.6240 −0.4719 −0.3873 −0.6164 −0.5244 −0.5968 −0.6681 −0.4361 −0.4871 −0.4761 −0.3503 −0.2947 −0.3745 −0.3972 −0.1924 −0.1340 0.0441 0.0654 0.1121



−0.3274 −0.2139 −0.1947 −0.2425 −0.1041 −0.2227 −0.2745 −0.3106 −0.2730 −0.1281 −0.2019 −0.2909 −0.2585 −0.2362 −0.2666 −0.2857 −0.2834 −0.3373 −0.3521 −0.3507 −0.2980 −0.3034 −0.2234 −0.1920



−0.2323 −0.1843 −0.1894 −0.2006 −0.2082 −0.1966 −0.2167 −0.2144 −0.2052 −0.1719 −0.1671 −0.1768 −0.1580 −0.1372 −0.1088 −0.1124 −0.1115 −0.1030 −0.0981 −0.0999 −0.0987 −0.1085 −0.0837 −0.0675



−0.2010 −0.2190 −0.2170 −0.2201 −0.2254 −0.2186 −0.2191 −0.2205 −0.2050 −0.1875 −0.1925 −0.1826 −0.1783 −0.1730 −0.1636 −0.1665 −0.1562 −0.1612 −0.1524 −0.1522 −0.1468 −0.1460 −0.1364 −0.1320



−0.1895 −0.2072 −0.2050 −0.2017 −0.2056 −0.1957 −0.1966 −0.1955 −0.1924 −0.1870 −0.1845 −0.1808 −0.1756 −0.1701 −0.1672 −0.1644 −0.1613 −0.1588 −0.1576 −0.1556 −0.1532 −0.1479 −0.1441 −0.1418



−0.1882 −0.1940 −0.1934 −0.1909 −0.1877 −0.1840 −0.1800 −0.1760 −0.1719 −0.1678 −0.1639 −0.1600 −0.1563 −0.1528 −0.1494 −0.1461 −0.1430 −0.1401 −0.1372 −0.1346 −0.1320 −0.1296 −0.1273 −0.1251



−0.1941 −0.2043 −0.2068 −0.2066 −0.2050 −0.2025 −0.1993 −0.1958 −0.1920 −0.1881 −0.1841 −0.1802 −0.1764 −0.1726 −0.1690 −0.1655 −0.1622 −0.1590 −0.1559 −0.1530 −0.1502 −0.1475 −0.1449 −0.1425



1.0250



0.3598



0.1090



0.0393



0.0107



0.0025



0.0181



1 Note. We choose an intra-daily partition P with the norm ||P|| = 2520 for the calculation of the third cumulant and variance with times to maturity from 1 month (21 days) to 24 months (504 days). The last row reports the root mean square error (RMSE) between the value in the corresponding column and the skewness calculated using our formula.



4. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE DS FORMULA AND OURS To further justify the correctness of our skewness formula numerically, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the skewness implied by the Heston model with different times to maturity, and compare them with the DS formula and ours in Table I. We set parameters to be  = 0.05,  = 5,  = 0.1, v = 0.4,  = −0.25 with starting points S0 = 2000, v0 = 1 0.0125, and select an intra-daily partition P with the norm ||P|| = 2520 for the calculation of the third cumulant and variance with times to maturity from 1 month (21 days) to 24 months (504 days). The results show that the skewness computed through simulation converges to the value calculated by our analytical formula when the simulation times increase from 10, 102 , . . . , to 106 . The DS formula can be treated as an approximate one for the skewness implied in the Heston model. By comparing it with the values produced by our exact formula in Proposition 3, we are able to examine the differences in the numerical results produced by the DS formula. In Table I, we also present numerical results of DS formula and compare them with those of ours. As we can see from the table, the skewness computed through the simulations converges to our formula instead of DS’ one.
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A Comparison of Skewness Implied in Heston (1993) Model Computed by Using Das and Sundaram (DS 1999) Formula and Our Exact One (Ours) Parameters  0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25 −0.25



Ours



DS



Difference







a



v



1W



1M



3 Ms



1W



1M



3 Ms



1W



1M



3 Ms



1 1 1 5 5 5



0.75 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.25



0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1



−0.0002 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001



−0.0013 −0.0011 −0.0010 −0.0010 −0.0009 −0.0008



−0.0058 −0.0052 −0.0048 −0.0028 −0.0027 −0.0026



0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0



0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001



0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008



0.0058 0.0052 0.0048 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026



1 1 1 5 5 5



0.75 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.25



0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1



−0.0596 −0.0518 −0.0464 −0.0576 −0.0505 −0.0455



−0.1215 −0.1063 −0.0958 −0.1053 −0.0955 −0.0880



−0.1989 −0.1776 −0.1619 −0.1379 −0.1313 −0.1253



−0.0595 −0.0517 −0.0463 −0.0574 −0.0504 −0.0454



−0.1203 −0.1053 −0.0948 −0.1044 −0.0947 −0.0872



−0.1936 −0.1728 −0.1575 −0.1354 −0.1288 −0.1229



0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001



0.0012 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008



0.0053 0.0048 0.0044 0.0025 0.0025 0.0024



1 1 1 5 5 5



0.75 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.25



0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4



−0.0024 −0.0021 −0.0019 −0.0023 −0.0020 −0.0018



−0.0206 −0.0181 −0.0163 −0.0156 −0.0142 −0.0132



−0.0927 −0.0832 −0.0761 −0.0448 −0.0433 −0.0418



0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0



0.0024 0.0021 0.0019 0.0023 0.0020 0.0018



0.0206 0.0181 0.0163 0.0156 0.0142 0.0132



0.0927 0.0832 0.0761 0.0448 0.0433 0.0418



1 1 1 5 5 5



0.75 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.25



0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4



−0.2403 −0.2086 −0.1869 −0.2318 −0.2033 −0.1833



−0.5000 −0.4378 −0.3943 −0.4318 −0.3917 −0.3609



−0.8588 −0.7669 −0.6992 −0.5826 −0.5548 −0.5298



−0.2380 −0.2067 −0.1852 −0.2298 −0.2015 −0.1816



−0.4811 −0.4212 −0.3793 −0.4175 −0.3786 −0.3488



−0.7744 −0.6912 −0.6300 −0.5414 −0.5150 −0.4915



0.0023 0.0019 0.0017 0.0020 0.0018 0.0017



0.0189 0.0166 0.0150 0.0143 0.0131 0.0121



0.0844 0.0757 0.0692 0.0412 0.0398 0.0383



Note. For an easy comparison, the parameters values are set to be the same as those in Table 2 of DS (1999). The long-term mean level of variance is set to be  = 0.01, and a is defined as a = vt /. The Difference is defined as Difference = DS − Ours.



In Table II, we present the numerical results of the skewness implied in the Heston model computed by using our exact formula and DS. For an easy comparison, we use the same set of parameters as those used in Table II of DS (1999). The right columns present the differences of the DS formula for the same set of parameters. We have the following observations: (1) If the stock return and variance processes are independent, the DS formula gives zero skewness. However, the values from our exact formula are not zero due to the contribution of the co-third cumulant between XT and YT , Et (XT2 YT ), and the third cumulant of YT , Et (YT3 ). (2) The difference of the DS formula depends on the volatility of the variance process, v . The higher the volatility of the variance is, the larger the differences are. (3) The difference of the DS formula also depends on the time to maturity or the length of the return period. The longer the return period is, the larger the differences are. For example, for the set of parameters,  = −0.25,  = 1,  = 0.01, a = vt / = 0.75, v = 0.4, and  = 3 months, the relative difference of the DS formula is roughly 10% of the value given by our exact formula.9 9 This



set of parameters is chosen from those of DS. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out the fact that it violates the Feller’s condition ( = 0.05, 12 v2 = 0.08, hence  < 12 v2 ). In order to have an easy comparison with the numerical values of DS, we decide to keep the parameters the same as those in DS.
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TABLE III



The Term Structure of Skewness Implied in Heston (1993) for a Set of Parameters:  = −0.25,  = 5,  = 0.1, a = vt / = 1.25, and v = 0.4 by Using Our Exact Formula (Ours) and DS Approximate Formula (DS) Maturity 1/365 1/52 1/12 1/6 1/4 1/3 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 3 5 10 15 20 Note.



Ours



DS



D



RD



−0.0222 −0.0580 −0.1141 −0.1489 −0.1675 −0.1775 −0.1837 −0.1789 −0.1694 −0.1509 −0.1363 −0.1160 −0.0928 −0.0672 −0.0553 −0.0481



−0.0221 −0.0574 −0.1103 −0.1405 −0.1554 −0.1626 −0.1656 −0.1592 −0.1497 −0.1327 −0.1196 −0.1015 −0.0811 −0.0587 −0.0483 −0.0420



0.0001 0.0006 0.0038 0.0084 0.0121 0.0149 0.0181 0.0196 0.0196 0.0182 0.0168 0.0145 0.0117 0.0086 0.0071 0.0062



0.1% 0.9% 3.5% 5.6% 7.2% 8.4% 9.8% 11.0% 11.5% 12.1% 12.3% 12.5% 12.7% 12.8% 12.8% 12.8%



The difference (D = DS − Ours) and relative difference (RD = D/|Ours|) are also presented for different maturities.



Table III presents the numerical values of the term structure of the skewness implied in the Heston model computed by our exact and DS approximate formulas for a set of parameters that are the same as those in Figure 2:  = −0.25,  = 5,  = 0.1, a = vt / = 1.25, and v = 0.4. As we can see from this table, the relative difference of the DS formula is around 12% of the value given by our exact formula for a wide range of times to maturity from one year to 20 years.10 The significant difference of the DS formula suggests that one should use our exact formula in the study of skewness by using a Heston-type model.



5. APPLICATION Our theoretical results on the variance and skewness implied in the Heston model can be applied in calibrating the model. The Heston (1993) model is one of the most popular models after the Black–Scholes (1973) model, because it is able to capture the stochastic nature of variance with a negative correlation with return, and it has a closed-form option-pricing formula. However, the literature on calibrated parameters in the Heston model is not conclusive. The estimates of the mean-reverting speed from different authors are very different, as shown in Table IV, where the risk-neutral mean-reverting speed ranges from −5.46 to 7.16. Duan and Yeh (2010) and Pan (2002) even obtain negative mean-reverting speeds, which indicates that the variance process is not mean-reverting. A¨ıt-Sahalia and Kimmel (2007) obtain a speedy 10 In



an empirical study, one often studies skewness for a couple of months. In this case, the DS formula provides reasonable approximate values, as its difference is only around 5%. Furthermore, what matters in empirical studies is often a ranking of stock return skewness instead of precise numerical values. That is why finance researchers are not aware of the fact that the DS formula in fact does not apply in the Heston model. We contribute to the literature by pointing out this fact and providing an exact skewness formula implied in the Heston model.
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A Comparison of Estimation Results for the Heston (1993) Model Estimation Results Authors BCC1997 P2002 E2004 AK2007 DY2010 GLPR2011 L2015 This Paper



Data Types



Sample Periods



P



Options SPX&Options SPX&Options SPX&VIX SPX&VIX 5-min SPX&Options SPX SPX&VIX&SKEW



Jun 1988–May 1991 Jan 1989–Dec 1996 Jan 1970–Dec 1990 Jan 1990–Sep 2003 Jan 1990–Aug 2007 Jan 1996–Dec 2005 2003–2007 Nov 2010–Jun 2015



7.1 4.79 5.13 5.23 6.80 10.05











v







1.15 −0.5 2.27 7.16 −5.46 2.52



0.04 0.0973 0.2332 0.2237 0.1387 0.1447 0.1969 0.0462



0.39 0.32 0.22 0.52 0.39 0.19 0.85 0.59



−0.64 −0.53 −0.57 −0.75 −0.67 −0.22 −0.62 −0.79



0.28



Note. This table shows the physical parameters {P , , v , } and risk-neutral mean-reverting speed  estimated by Bakshi, Cao and Chen (BCC1997), Pan (P2002), Eraker (E2004), A¨ıt-Sahalia and Kimmel (AK2007), Duan and Yeh (DY2010), Garcia, Lewis, Pastorello and Renault (GLPR2011), Lee (L2015) and this paper. The parameters ,  and v are the same in the two measures. The parameters {P , , } estimated by Eraker (2004) and Garcia, Lewis, Pastorello, and Renault (2011) have been annualized so that they are comparable with the results of others.



mean-reverting variance process with a positive market price of variance risk, while Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997), Eraker (2004), and Garcia, Lewis, Pastorello, and Renault (2011) obtain a moderate mean-reverting speed. Recently, Lee (2016) has estimated physical parameters by using a generalized method of moments that is developed with Choe and Lee’s (2015) idea of high moment variations. Regarding the estimate of , Lee (2016) suggests that the result by the simple method is more reasonable, that is  = −0.6189. In the literature, one often calibrates an option-pricing model by minimizing the distance (e.g., the root of mean squared errors) between model and market prices of all available options, see, e.g., Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997). There are three problems with this traditional method. (1) The solution to the optimization problem is often not unique especially when one has a large number of model parameters, which is the case for some advanced affine jump-diffusion models. The problem of non-uniqueness makes the calibrated model parameters unstable and unreliable. (2) The method requires full set of market options price data, which is large and inconvenient for some users to acquire. (3) The computation of solving optimization problem with many unknowns is time-consuming. Here in this paper, we provide an efficient and effective way to calibrate the parameters in Heston model by making good use of the market data of the VIX and SKEW term structures. With a careful design, we obtain model parameters sequentially to avoid solving optimization problem with many unknowns. In particular, we determined the mean-reverting speed, , the instantaneous variance, vt , and long-term mean level of variance,  (or t ), from the VIX term structure. The correlation coefficient, , is determined from the time series of SPX and VIX. Finally, we determine the volatility of variance, v , from the SKEW term structure. With this procedure, we solve optimization problems with at most two unknowns each time, and obtain unique solutions very quickly. Given the fact that the VIX and SKEW term structures are now public information, anyone can acquire the data and replicate our calibration procedure easily. We will have a chance to unify the calibrated model parameters and make them standardized. Besides, the VIX and SKEW term structures are not trivial information. They are carefully designed and calculated by the CBOE from the SPX options prices with all strikes and maturities to measure the levels and slopes of implied volatility curve, i.e., risk-neutral volatility and skewness at different times to maturity. Making good use of these valuable information is certainly what we should do in the future.
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We will demonstrate our sequential method by calibrating the Heston model. The idea of calibrating option-pricing model using the VIX and SKEW has been extended by Zhen and Zhang (2014) to handle more advanced affine jump-diffusion models with many more parameters. 5.1. Calibrating the Heston Model on One Particular Day



We now demonstrate our estimation procedure by using a randomly chosen date, June 22, 2015. We choose the maturity dates when both the closing quotes of VIX and SKEW are available, and the term struture data of VIX and SKEW on this day are as follows: Maturity Date 17-Jul-15 21-Aug-15 18-Sep-15 19-Dec-15 15-Jan-16 18-Mar-16 17-Jun-16 16-Dec-16 16-Jun-17



VIX



SKEW



12.40 13.77 14.83 15.50 16.87 16.93 17.83 18.97 20.42



120.32 121.65 122.35 128.34 121.69 121.51 124.45 128.76 130.85



The VIX formula under the Heston (1993) model is given by the following:  1 Q VIX t,T = 100 Et (XT2 ), T −t where EQ denotes the expectation under the risk-neutral measure. Using a couple of lines of Mathematica code, we can easily fit the market quotes of the VIX term structure with the theoretical formula and obtain the following: vt = 0.0143,



 = 0.0531,



 = 1.45,



with a root of mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.3603. The SKEW, defined by the CBOE, is a scaled skewness in Equation (21) under the risk-neutral measure. Its formula is given by the following: Q



SKEWt,T = 100 − 10



Q



Q



Q



Et (XT3 ) − 32 Et (XT2 YT ) + 34 Et (XT YT2 ) − 18 Et (YT3 ) .  3/2 Q Q Q Et (XT2 ) − Et (XT YT ) + 14 Et (YT2 )



Given the estimate of {vt , , }, we can easily fit the market quotes of the SKEW term structure with the theoretical formula and obtain v = 0.7325,



 = −0.7177,



=⇒



v = −0.5257,



with a RMSE of 3.4847. For the comparison with the DS model, we fit the SKEW term structure data with the following DS formula: Q



SKEW DSt,T



Et (XT3 ) = 100 − 10  3/2 . Q Et (XT2 )
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As the VIX level estimation is the same for both the Heston model and the DS model, noting that  and v appear as a product in the DS skewness formula in Equation (25), we can only obtain ( and v cannot be separated) v = −0.5556, (slightly different from −0.5257) with a RMSE of 3.5566, which is slightly higher than 3.4847 using our skewness formula. Both the market data and fitted curves are presented in Figure 3. As we see from this figure, the fitting performance for the VIX is reasonably good, but that for the SKEW is poor for the short term. This is because the skewness implied in the Heston model goes to zero as the time to maturity becomes very short. In order to produce a reasonable value for the short-term skewness, one has to introduce jumps in the stock return in the model. The importance of jumps in prices has been noticed and examined by, among others, Andersen, Benzoni, and Lund (2002) Ball and Torous (1983, 1985), Press (1967), and Yan (2011), empirically using returns data, options data or the joint data. From the lower panel of Figure 3, we can see that the calibrated DS skewness formula is slightly different from the calibrated our skewness formula for the Heston model. In terms of fitting performance to the market skewness data, neither is doing a reasonably good job due to the lack of jump components in the Heston model.



5.2. Calibrating the Heston Model for a Period of Time



We further calibrate the Heston model by using the market data for a period from November 24, 2010 to June 30, 2015. We adopt a two-step iterative procedure used by Christoffersen, Heston, and Jacobs (2009) and Luo and Zhang (2012). First, for a fixed set of structural parameters {, }, we estimate {vt } on each day t by using the daily data of the VIX term structure. Second, with the estimated time series of {vt }, we solve the optimization problem to obtain an optimal set of {, }. The two-step process is iterated until there is no further improvement in RMSE. The estimated structural parameters are as follows:  = 0.1651,



 = 0.28,



and the daily realizations for instantaneous variance {vt } are presented in Figure 4 with an average of 0.0342. The RMSE for the whole period is 1.353, which is three times larger than that (0.3603) for daily calibration in the previous section. Due to the restriction of the fixed , one cannot fit the VIX term structure trend for some days. The large error mainly comes from this restriction. In order to enhance model performance, we have to modify the Heston model by introducing a new factor of stochastic long-term mean. Our theoretical analysis in the previous sections shows that  and v often appear together as a product, which makes the solution of the estimation not unique. In the DS formula in Equation (25), we can see that v appears together as a product, so one cannot separate them. In our formula in Proposition 3, even though  and v can be separated, but the key contribution comes from DS formula. Therefore, our formula is not sensitive in separating  and v . Therefore, we propose to estimate  by computing the correlation coefficient between the SPX return and the change of the 30-day VIX square for the sample period from November 24, 2010 to June 30, 2015, and obtain  = −0.7872.
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FIGURE 3



The Fitting Performance on a Randomly Chosen Day Note. The upper and lower graphs show the fitting performance of VIX and SKEW on June 22, 2015, respectively. The lines are model implied theoretical values and the dots represent market data. The solid line in the upper graph shows the VIX fitting performance of both the Heston (1993) model and the Das-Sundaram (1999) model with the optimal parameters vt = 0.0143,  = 0.0531,  = 1.45, and the root mean squared error (RMSE) 0.3603. The solid line in the lower graph shows the SKEW fitting performance of the Heston model with the optimal parameters v = 0.7325,  = −0.7176, and the RMSE 3.4847. The dashed line in the lower graph represents the SKEW fitting performance of the DS model with the optimal parameters v = −0.5556 and the RMSE 3.5566. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]



Specifically, we get the SPX daily closing data from Bloomberg, and 30-day VIX index from the CBOE web site, then obtain the changes of SPX and VIX square to calculate the unconditional correlation coefficient of the two time series with a standard method.
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FIGURE 4



The Estimation of the Heston (1993) Model for the Sample Period from November 24, 2010 to June 30, 2015 Note. The estimated risk-neutral mean-reverting speed is  = 0.28. The upper graph shows the daily estimated instantaneous variance, vt , and fixed long-term mean level,  = 0.1651. The correlation coefficient that is computed from the time series of the SPX and VIX is  = −0.7872. The lower graph shows the fixed volatility of volatility, v = 0.5914, which is estimated over the whole sample period and floating one that is fitted daily. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]



Because v as a product is the most important parameter to determine the skewness, we have to determine one of them through some other ways and the other one using the SKEW. We chose to estimate  by using some simple method, i.e., computing the aggregate correlation coefficient of two time series, SPX daily returns and the change of VIX square.
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TABLE V



The Results of Our Calibration on the Heston Model and Its Extensions by Using the Market Data of the VIX and SKEW Term Structures Panel A: Estimation using the VIX  Fixed  Floating 



0.28 1.91



v¯



Std (v )



¯



Std ()



RMSE



0.0342 0.0299



0.0264 0.0289



0.1651 0.0729



− 0.0253



1.3531 0.5473



Panel B: Estimation using the SPX and VIX,  =−0.7872 Panel C: Estimation using the SKEW



Fixed  Fixed  Floating  Floating 



Fixed v Floating v Fixed v Floating v



¯ v



Std (v )



RMSE



0.5914 0.6101 0.8829 0.9440



− 0.0905 − 0.1988



8.8953 8.2364 7.9561 6.2783



Note. This table shows the risk-neutral parameters fitted with the term structures of VIX and SKEW. The sample period is from November 24, 2010 to June 30, 2015. The correlation coefficient are calculated using SPX return and the change of the VIX square. RMSE stands for the root mean squared error. Std (v ) stands for the standard deviation of the time series vt .



Given the optimal values {vt , , } estimated from VIX term structure data and the correlation coefficient , we fit the SKEW term structure with our formula and obtain v = 0.5914, with a RMSE of 8.8953. To have some feeling about the importance of changing volatility of volatility, v , we have done a numerical experiment by allowing v to be floating. We obtain daily v and present them in Figure 4. The average v is 0.6101, which is very close to the unconditional estimation of 0.5914. The RMSE of the SKEW is 8.2364, which is around 10% smaller than the previous error of 8.8953 with a fixed v . The numerical fitting exercise shows that the floating volatility of volatility does not reduce the error much, hence it is not critical in capturing the fluctuations of the SKEW. To justify the importance of the stochastic long-term mean, we have done a calibration exercise by using floating t . We adopt the same estimation procedure as above. The calibration results are presented in Table V and Figure 5. The long-term mean level is higher than the average of the instantaneous variance for both fixed and floating long-run volatility cases. This is consistent with the phenomenon of upward-sloping VIX term structure observed in the literature, see, e.g., Zhang, Shu, and Brenner (2010). Due to the negative variance risk premium, the long-term mean level of variance in risk-neutral measure is larger than that in physical measure, see, e.g., Zhang and Huang (2010) for a discussion on the issue. As we can see from Table V, the RMSE of fitting the VIX term structure has been dramatically reduced to be less than half, from 1.3531 for the fixed  to 0.5473 for the floating t . The RMSE of fitting the SKEW term structure has also been reduced from 8.8953 to 7.9561. The numerical evidence of fitting performance shows that the stochastic long-term mean is important in capturing both the VIX and SKEW term structures. This observation is consistent with the literature on modeling the term structure of volatility, see, among others, Christoffersen, Jacobs, Ornthanalai, and Wang (2008), Egloff, Leippold, and Wu (2010), and Luo and Zhang (2012). Their research shows that the fitting performance of the mod-
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FIGURE 5



The Estimation of an Extended Heston (1993) Model with Floating Long-Term Mean for the Sample Period from November 24, 2010 to June 30, 2015 Note. The estimated risk-neutral mean-reverting speed is  = 1.91. The upper graph shows the daily estimated instantaneous variance, vt , and instantaneous long-term mean level, t . The correlation coefficient that is computed from the time series of the SPX and VIX is  = −0.7872. The lower graph shows the fixed volatility of volatility, v = 0.8829, which is estimated over the whole sample period and floating one that is fitted daily. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]



els with long-run volatility component is much better than that of the models with single short-run volatility component. 6. CONCLUSION In this paper, we study the skewness of stock returns implied in the Heston (1993) model. The problem has been studied by Das and Sundaram (DS 1999) for a similar stock price
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model with stochastic volatility, but the DS model is not the Heston model. In this paper, we show that DS’s formula in Proposition 2 on page 221 in their paper does not apply in the Heston model. By working with the expectation of co-moments of integrated stock return and volatility processes, denoted as XT and YT in the paper, we derive a skewness formula in closed form. We determine the reason why the DS formula does not apply in the Heston model. By treating the DS formula as an approximate one, we study the difference between its numerical results and ours. Numerical exercises show that the DS formula could have more than 10% difference for some reasonable set of parameters. Our research suggests that one should use our exact formula in the study of skewness by using the Heston model. Our skewness formula can be used to calibrate the Heston model by using the market data of the CBOE VIX and SKEW term structures. Our calibration exercise shows that the Heston model is not able to capture finite short-term skewness due to its lack of jumps in stock return. We also show that the long-term mean level of variance is time-varying. In order to enhance the performance of the Heston model, it is important to incorporate this additional factor into the model. The skewness implied in an affine jump-diffusion model with stochastic long-term mean is a topic for further research. The method presented in this paper can be applied to study the kurtosis implied in the Heston model, but the result is lengthy. We have decided to present it in a subsequent research paper. APPENDIX A Proof of Proposition 2



Our strategy of proving Proposition 2 is as follows. Using Itˆo’s Lemma skillfully, we reduce the expectations Et (XT3 ), Et (XT2 YT ), and Et (XT YT2 ) into expectations of time-weighted sums of Xs vs and Ys∗ vs in Equations (A3)–(A5), respectively. We further reduce them into timeweighted sums of expected instantaneous variance by using the result of Lemma 1, which is derived by using Itˆo’s Lemma again. The affine property of the variance process is crucial during the derivation of Lemma 1. We need the following results in proving Proposition 2. Lemma 1. Given the definition of Xs , Ys∗ , and vs as follows  Xs =



t



s√







vu dBSu ,



√ vs dBSs ,



dXs =



1 − e−(T−u) √ 1 − e−(T−s) √ vu dBvu , dYs∗ = v vs dBvs .   t √ dvs = ( − vs )ds + v vs dBvs , dBSt dBvt = dt, Ys∗



= v



s



we have  L1.1 L1.2



Et (Xs vs ) = v Et (Ys∗ vs ) = v2



 t



s



e−(s−u) Et (vu )du,



(A1)



t s



e−(s−u)



1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )du, 



(A2)
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Proof. See Appendix B. Using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Xs , we have the following:  Et (XT3 ) = Et



T



t



 d(Xs3 ) = Et



T



t



 3Xs2 dXs + 3Xs (dXs )2 = 3



T



Et (Xs vs )ds.



(A3)



t



Substituting Equation (A1) in Lemma 1 into this equation gives the following:  Et (XT3 )



=3







T



s



v



e



t



t



 = 3v



−(s−u)



T



t



 Et (vu )duds = 3v



T











T



e t



−(s−u)



ds Et (vu )du



u



1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )du, 



which is equivalent to Equation (17). Similarly using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Xs and Ys∗ , we have the following: Et (XT2 YT ) = Et (XT2 YT∗ ) = Et  = Et  =



t



T



t T



 t



T



d(Xs2 Ys∗ )



2Xs Ys∗ dXs + Xs2 dYs∗ + Ys∗ (dXs )2 + 2Xs dXs dYs∗



Et (Ys∗ vs )ds + 2v



 t



T



1 − e−(T−s) Et (Xs vs )ds 



(A4)



Substituting Equations (A1) and (A2) in Lemma 1 into this equation gives the following: 



Et (XT2 YT )







1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )duds  t t  T  s 1 − e−(T−s) v e−(s−u) Et (vu )duds +2v  t t   T  T 1 − e−(T−u) 2 −(s−u) = v e ds Et (vu )du  t u   T  T 1 − e−(T−s) −(s−u) 2 2 +2 v ds Et (vu )du e  t u   T −(T−u) − (T − u)e−(T−u) (1 − e−(T−u) )2 2 21 − e = v Et (vu )du, + 2 2 2 t



=



T



v2



s



e−(s−u)



which is equivalent to Equation (18).
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Using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Xs and Ys∗ , we have the following:  T 2 ∗2 Et (XT YT ) = Et (XT YT ) = Et d(Xs Ys∗2 ) t



 = Et



T



t



Ys∗2 dXs + 2Xs Ys∗ dYs∗ + 2Ys∗ dXs dYs∗ + Xs (dYs∗ )2







= 2v



1 − e−(T−s) Et (Ys∗ vs )ds + v2 



T



t



 t



T



(1 − e−(T−s) )2 Et (Xs vs )ds 2 (A5)



Substituting Equations (A1) and (A2) in Lemma 1 into this equation gives the following:  T  1 − e−(T−s) 2 s −(s−u) 1 − e−(T−u) 2 Et (XT YT ) = 2v v e Et (vu )duds   t t  T  s (1 − e−(T−s) )2 +v2  e−(s−u) Et (vu )duds v 2 t t   T  T 1 − e−(T−s) −(s−u) 1 − e−(T−u) 3 = 2v e Et (vu )du ds   t u   T  T (1 − e−(T−s) )2 −(s−u) 3 +v e ds Et (vu )du 2 t u  = 2v3



T



1 − e−(T−u) − (T − u)e−(T−u) 1 − e−(T−u) Et (vu )du 2 



T



1 − e−2(T−u) − 2(T − u)e−(T−u) Et (vu )du, 3



t



 +v3



t



which is equivalent to Equation (19). Using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Ys∗ , we have the following:  T  T 3 ∗3 ∗3 Et (YT ) = Et (YT ) = Et d(Ys ) = Et 3Ys∗2 dYs∗ + 3Ys∗ (dYs∗ )2  = 3v2



t



T
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t



2



t



Et (Ys∗ vs )ds



Substituting Equation (A2) in Lemma 1 into this equation gives the following: Et (YT3 )
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which is equivalent to Equation (20).
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APPENDIX B Proof of Lemma 1



L1.1: Using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Xs , we have the following:  Et (Xs vs ) = Et
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t



 = Et
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 = −



 d(Xu vu ) = Et



vu dXu + Xu dvu + dXu dvu
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Xu ( − vu )du + v vu du s
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 Et (Xu vu )du + v
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Et (vu )du. t



As we can see, the affine property of the variance process is crucial in obtaining the ordinary differential equation (ODE). Solving the ODE gives the following:  t
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Taking differentiation with respect to s gives Equation (A1)  Et (Xs vs ) = v
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e−(s−u) Et (vu )du.
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L1.2: Using Itˆo’s Lemma and the martingale property of Ys∗ , we have the following: Et (Ys∗ vs ) = Et
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Solving the ODE gives the following:  t
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Taking differentiation with respect to s gives Equation (A2) Et (Ys∗ vs ) = v2
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